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Nuremberg was an early centre of humanism, science, printing, and mechanical
invention. The city contributed much to the science of astronomy. In 1471 Johannes
Mueller of Koni sberg (Bavaria), later called Re~omontanu s, built an astronomical
observatory in Nuremberg and published many important astronomical charts. In
1515, ~brecht Diirer, a native of Nuremberg, created woodcuts of the first maps of
the stars of the northern and southern hemispheres, producing the first printed star
charts, which had been ordered by Johannes Stabius. Around 1515 Diirer also
published the "Stabiussche Weltkarte", the first perspective drawing of the terrestrial
globe. Perhaps most famously, the main part of Nicolaus Coj>ernicus's work was
published in Nuremberg in 1543.
Printers and publishers have a long history in Nuremberg. Many of these publishers
worked with well-known artists of the day to produce books that could also be
considered works of art. In 1470 Anton Koberger opened Europe's first print shop in
Nuremberg. In 1493, he published the Nuremberg Chronicles, also known as the
World Chronicles (Schedelsche Weltchronik), an illustrated history of the world from the creation to the present day. It
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was written in the local Franconian dialect by Hartmann Schedel and had illustrations by Michael Wo~ emuth, Wilhelm
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Diirer. Others furthered geographical knowledge and travel by map making. Notable among these was
made the first world globe.
Sculptors such as Veit Stoss, Adam Kraft and Peter Vischer are also associated with Nuremberg.
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The academy of fine arts situated in Nuremberg is the oldest art academy in central Europe and looks back to a tradition of

350 years of artistic education.
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in the city. The Nurember_g International Toy Fair is the largest of its kind in the
attracting experts from every comer of the globe.

The Nuremberg State Theatre

Pi/atushaus and Nuremberg Castle

